
Chapter 4 
C/U 
Governmental Roles 
Note the following comment (p.?): “What roles have governments taken towards 
musicians and music culture at large?” 
Get students to examine the following: 
Have students look at their community and determine if the government plays a role in 
encouraging/discouraging or shaping the culture of local musicians and musics. Get 
students to speak with local musicians, investigate websites of their local arts councils 
and community centers, and examine larger policy for the arts (specifically music) for 
their state/country. 
Are there traditional music genres in your community?]List these musical genres, select 
one, find as much information (origins, repertoire, musicians, performances, and events) 
as you can about a specific musical group of this genre, and examine the state of 
patronage/sponsorship and survival of this musical genre. Does the government play a 
role in the development of this musical genre? 
AA 
Focusing on Traditional Music 
Note the following comment (p.?): “Only in recent years (since the 1970s) has 
government patronage of music in Thailand shifted its attention to the traditional court 
music with the creation of music departments in many universities that embrace Thai 
classical style.” 
Find similar examples from other countries (Japan, Korea, etc.) of this shift in attention to 
traditional music. What were the motivations for this shift? Were there significant events 
that caused this shift? 
S 
C/U 
Activity 4.4 Extension 
Lum, C. H. (2009). Teaching world music through feature films. Music Educators 
Journal 95(3): 71–75. 
Locate the abovementioned article for guided questions in watching the Thai film The 
Overture. As an extension to this activity, watch some of the other feature films about 
world music genres suggested in the article to continue discussion on the impact of music 
on issues of nationalism and survival. 
C/U 
Censorship 
Note the following comment (p.?): “The burden of censorship thus falls to a significant 
degree upon the artists/writers themselves and such self-censorship (based on fear of the 
consequences) is more effective at controlling dissent than the activities of the censor 
board themselves.” 
Have a class discussion about the differences between censorship and regulation. Find 
out more about censorship rules for the arts in students’ particular state/country and get 
students to speak with artists about their ways of dealing with censorship. Talk about 
local arts performances that students have seen that were censored and about the impact 
such censorship had on them as an audience. 
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C/U 
Freedom of Expression 
Note the following comment (p.?): “Many musicians have found that in order to express 
themselves freely they must leave the country.” 
Ask students to listen to “Tempest of Blood” (CD track 23) or locate Mun Awng’s work 
online and find the English translation to the lyrics. Get students to answer these 
questions: What happened to the person who wrote the lyrics to this song? What other 
songs has Mun Awng written, and what are these songs about? Discuss the significance 
of artists such as Mun Awng and what these artists can do for the people of Burma. 
C/U 
For the Lady—“Freeing Aung San Suu Kyi and the Courageous People of Burma” 
The Nobel peace laureate, Aung San Suu Kyi, has been placed under house arrest for   
many years. Her detention was scheduled to end May 27, 2009, but continued events  
have threatened that possibility. What were the most recent events? 
Trace the historical events that led the military junta to place Aung San Suu Kyi under 
house arrest. What are students’ thoughts about Aung San Suu Kyi and the people of 
Burma? Locate songs by Burmese musicians about Aung San Suu Kyi and what she 
represents for the people of Burma. If possible, translate the lyrics and ask students to 
share them with the class. 
S 
C/U 
Pham Duy, Van Cao, and Trinh Cong Son 
Get students to locate audio recordings of these three composers/songwriters on the web 
or other sources. Try to locate a Vietnamese speaker in the community to translate the 
lyrics or get the gist of the meanings of the songs. 
Search for current popular Vietnamese singers and obtain a couple of samples of the 
lyrics to their songs. What does the content of these lyrics reveal compared with the 
content of the lyrics of Pham Duy, Van Cao, and Trinh Cong Son? 
 


